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Childho
ood Fra
acturess
Wh
hat Is a Fra
acture?







Childreen are very energetic in
ndividuals and
a with inccreased actiivities, run tthe higher
possibility they may
m take a faall or take a tumble.
t
Alth
hough mostt falls are ussually harm
mless, if
a child impacts a surface
s
with
h enough forrce the und
derlying bon
ne may fractture
A fractture is a break in a bonee. Most bones in the boody, given th
he correct circumstances,
have th
he potentiall to break. Since
S
bones provide thee firm structture of a lim
mb, a fracturre may
deform
m the limb and cause th
he associated muscle too no longer p
properly wo
ork leading to loss
of funcction
Most frractures follow a predictable mann
ner that is rrelated to th
he initial meechanism off injury.
In addiition to breaaking, the ends of the frracture mayy move awaay from each
h other
(displaacement), beend at the site of the fracture (anggulate), or ro
otate in relaation to onee
anotheer.
Common locations of fracturee include
o Hand (metacarpals or phalanges))
o Wrist (disttal radius orr ulna)
nar shaft)
o Forearm (rradial or uln
ndyles)
o Elbow (distal humeruss and its con
o Thigh (fem
moral shaft)
o Leg/shin (ttibial shaft)
o Ankle (disttal tibia or fiibula)
p
o Foot (metaatarsals or phalanges)

Wh
ho Is at Rissk for Havin
ng a Fractu
ure?





Participating in co
ompetitive sports
s
such as football,
baskettball, gymnaastics, etc
Frequeent falls or episodes
e
of trauma
Chroniic stress or over
o
use of a limb such
h as prolongged
runnin
ng
Boy are more likely than girlss to acquire a fracture

Do
oes My Chilld’s Fracturre Heal the
e Same Way
y as a Fractture in an A
Adult?




Until a child reach
hes skeletal maturity in
n his or her tteenage yeaars, a child is growing.
Thereffore, their bones have an
a enormou
us capacity tto heal and d
do so much faster than
n adult
bones
nt attention
n than an ad
dult becausee the healingg
A fractture in a child deservess more urgen
processs starts soo
oner and is more
m
rapid. Therefore a child shou
uld be evalu
uated by a
pediatrric orthopaeedic speciallist within fiive to seven
n days, but p
preferably ssooner
The inccreased speeed of healin
ng also means a child reequires lesss time in a ccast than an adult
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What are the Symptoms of a Fracture?






Deformity of a limb
Severe pain, tenderness, or inconsolable crying
Swelling
Abrupt onset of not being able to use a limb in its proper manner such as limping or refusing
to use the dominant arm
Some fractures may be very subtle and present only as chronic pain

How is a Fracture Diagnosed?





A physical exam is necessary to ensure the skin, blood vessels, muscles, and nerves are
intact as well as ruling out any other injuries to surrounding hard or soft tissues
An injured limb should have x‐rays (radiographs) taken of it at least once during the course
of the child’s treatment. This allows your doctor to assess the alignment of the fracture and
optimize proper treatment. Even though x‐rays do require exposure to radiation, the
amount of exposure is negligible and less than that experienced at the dentist
In some instances, an x‐ray may not properly reflect the true nature of a bone especially
when involving the growth plate of a child, thus your doctor may request a computed
tomography scan (CT), ultrasound, or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Both MRI and
ultrasound do not involve radiation. A CT scan is similar to a series of x‐rays

How is a Fracture Treated?





Treatment depends on the type of fracture, the degree of rotation/angulation/displacement,
injury to surrounding structures, and the age of the child. In most cases a nonsurgical
treatment plan is appropriate
Nonsurgical treatment
o As long as the bone has not pierced the skin (called an open or compound fracture),
injured a blood vessel, damaged a nerve, or significantly injured the growth plate, all
attempts will be made to treat the fracture non‐operatively.
o If a significant deformity of the limb exists, your doctor may attempt to manipulate
the fracture with various degrees and direction of pressure or tension (called closed
reduction) to achieve proper alignment of the bone fragments. This may require an
injection of local anesthetic or sedation/anesthetic during the procedure
o A cast or a splint is applied to the affected limb to restrict movement at the fracture
site (called immobilization) in order to ensure proper healing
Surgical treatment
o Indications for surgery include:
 A bone piercing the overlying skin
 A fracture that easily moves or is at high risk for moving (termed unstable)
 Bone segments that are not properly aligned despite attempts at closed
reduction
 Bones that have already begun to heal in an undesirable position
 Injury or threatening damage to surrounding blood vessels or nerves
 Significant damage to the bone’s growth centers
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o During surrgery, the ph
hysician opeens the skin
n to realign tthe bones (ttermed opeen
reduction) and may usse pins, mettal plates, an
nd/or metal rods (term
med internal
fixation) to
o hold the bo
one in placee till they haave healed
w (also caalled a pin) is used to h
hold the bon
ne in place, iit is typically
o If a metal wire
removed after healingg. If a metal plate
p
or rod
d is used it is typically left in place even
after healin
ng without any
a impairm
ment of funcction. Indicaations to rem
move hardw
ware
are infectio
on, pain, or breakage
b
off the hardw
ware
f
invo
olves a grow
wth plate (aa structure ffound at thee end of a bo
one that allo
ows it
If the fracture
to grow
w in length)), the physiccian may waant to carefu
ully follow tthe child to ensure thatt the
growth
h plate conttinues to gro
ow in an app
propriate faashion

Wh
hat is Remodeling?




deling is thee process of changing bony archite cture based
d on the streess patternss
Remod
imposeed across th
he bone
This prrocess prim
marily occurss in the skelletally immaature patien
nt (children
n)
The bo
ones of a you
ung child haave immensse capabilityy to remodeel. Even grosssly angulatted
bones have the ab
bility to heall straight in a young ch ild, even tho
ough some form of red
duction
is prefeerred
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